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The Times view on election promises about 

the NHS: Spin Doctors 

Voters deserve to be told the truth about the health service 

 

Rows about the NHS are a staple of elections in Britain, a mark of the country’s near-

religious zeal for its health service. Yet they have rarely been this unedifying. Labour’s 

loudest message on the NHS in its campaign this year has been the false claim that the Tories 

will sell it off to President Trump. It continued to pump out the line despite strong denials 

from the Conservatives and the vanishing likelihood that any party would make such radical 

changes to the treasured institution. 

Meanwhile a Conservative pledge to recruit 50,000 new nurses was revealed to have included 

18,500 nurses who already work in the health service. A cynical ploy, some reckoned, to 

draw attention to the policy. 

An NHS boss meanwhile writes for The Times Red Box today that the main parties are 

“bandying around large sounding increases” in NHS spending which are not enough to 

improve it. Voters who are rightly concerned deserve far straighter answers. 

The health service looms particularly large in voters’ minds this election season. Polls by Opinium and 

Panelbase have placed it above Brexit as the most important issue facing the country. Waiting times for 

A&E, for starting cancer treatment, and for routine operations have been rising and annual increases in 

spending are far below the average rate of the past seven decades. Some 100,000 NHS jobs are unfilled, 

and there is a growing backlog of maintenance work in hospitals meaning leaky roofs, out-of-date 

equipment and crumbling buildings. 

These failings are obvious to anyone who uses their local hospital or GP surgery and it is little wonder both 

parties are promising to solve them. Yet neither has matched their promises with the spending that will 

enable them to keep them. The Tories plan to increase spending on average by 3.4 per cent every year, 

while for Labour this figure is 3.9 per cent. 

These pledges would however barely enable the NHS to limp on in its present state. 

Independent analysts have estimated that increases of 3.5 per cent are needed just to keep up 

with existing demands as the population gets older and sicker. Some 4 to 4.5 per cent is 

needed to begin to bring down waiting lists. 

Beyond the issue of spending, two problems underlie the woes of the NHS. One is chronic 

understaffing. Both parties say that they want to increase the numbers of doctors and nurses 

in the health service, yet each has policies that could work to undermine this aim. Labour’s 

ambition to bring in a four-day week would spread NHS workers yet thinner. The Tories’ 

promise to end free movement from the European Union would stem a possible flow of 

workers, albeit that they say EU doctors will be given an “NHS visa”. 



The second problem is even more politically fraught. The NHS was not designed to cope with 

the present numbers of chronically ill old people and reform is overdue. Healthcare is 

currently separate from social care. Yet fusing the two would be sensible and would save 

money, as elderly people blocking beds could be sent home with extra help. Plans to this 

effect proposed by Simon Stevens, the head of NHS England, were once backed by the 

Tories but have quietly faded. 

Ambitious NHS reforms have a history of failure, which may be why neither party will 

discuss the prospect of more. Yet they must. Voters already know the health service needs 

help. Politicians must be brave enough to tell them the diagnosis. 

 

 


